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This paper presents a categorized bibliography of published reports and papers on computer security.
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Department of Defense, AFDSCR-171-1, August 1974.


ABSTRACT/MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR SECURITY


DeMillo, R.A., Dobkin, D.P., Jones, A.K., and Lipton, R.J., (ed.)


SECURITY KERNEL CONCEPTS


HARDWARE ARCHITECTURES FOR SECURITY


SPECIFICATION/VERIFICATION CONCEPTS AND ISSUES


SPECIFICATION/VERIFICATION SYSTEMS


Good, D.I., Gypsy 2.0 Programming System 6.0 Users' Manual, Certification Minicomputer Project, The University of Texas, Austin, TX, (to be published).

Good, D.I., Gypsy 2.0 Programming System 6.0 Implementation Variance, The University of Texas, Austin, TX.


Moriconi, M.S., "A System for Incrementally Designing and Verifying Programs", ICSA-CMP-9, The University of Texas, Austin, TX, December 1977.


INFORMATION FLOW


PROTECTION IN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES


OPERATING SYSTEMS


"KSOS System Specification (Type A)", WDL-TR7808, Revision 1, Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, July 1978.


TRUSTED NETWORKS/COMMUNICATION PROCESSORS


TRUSTED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS


TRUSTED APPLICATIONS


"ACCAT Guard Computer Program Development Specification (Type B5)", ARPA-78C0323-01, LOGICON, San Diego, CA, October 1978.
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EVALUATION/CERTIFICATION
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